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2 0 1 4  I N D E X  H I G H L I G H T S

• Latin American and African cities score highly in civic participation
• Asian and Latin American cities score highly in environmental sustainability
• North American, European and Asian cities score highly in digital access, economic 

status and financial access
• Cities from each region appear at the top of youth employment

North American and European cities dominate the overall ranking in the 2014 
YouthfulCities Index, with Toronto in the top spot, followed by Berlin (2), New York City 
(3), Dallas (4) and Paris (5). The top ten is rounded out with Chicago (6), followed by 
London (7), Los Angeles (8), Tokyo (9) and Seoul (10).

The rankings are based on a scoring index that sees Toronto (1) with 843.85 points and 
Kinshasa (25) with 331.95. The 2014 YouthfulCities Index considers 25 cities and is 
constructed in order to rank cities from a youth perspective and ultimately engage youth 
and civic leaders to build better cities. 

As well as the overall winner, the Index also identifies the cities that finish highest in 16 
individual categories. Select insights reveal that Seoul is the most environmentally 
sustainable city, and Berlin and New York City are at the top in terms of youth 
employment. The Index also ranks cities based on three main themes: live, work and play. 
In addition to the overall, category and theme breakdowns, customized data sets are 
available by request.

According to the UN, the empowerment of youth is vital for future prosperity of cities. This 
is something that many youth intuitively know. Mindful of this, our aim has been to provide 
a breakdown of the places that youth find themselves better involved in the give and take 
of power.

It is towards better cities built by youth that YouthfulCities is working.
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R A N K I N G S

USA & Canada
With Toronto finishing 1st, New York 3rd, Dallas 4th, Chicago 6th and Los Angeles 8th, 
cities in North America occupy five of the top eight spots in the overall ranking. In 
individual categories, Dallas has the best regional and global connectivity, Los Angeles 
scores highest in entrepreneurship and Toronto has the highest diversity ranking. 

With the exception of New York, the North American cities finish in the bottom half of both 
the civic engagement and safety and mental health categories. 

Latin America
Buenos Aires (11) claims top spot for Latin American cities, with Mexico City (12), Lima 
(15), Sao Paulo (17) and Bogota (18) following. In the category view, Mexico City wins 
civic participation, followed closely in this category by Lima and Sao Paulo. Lima claims 
highest spot in the safety and mental health category, and Mexico City is ranked highest in 
education access, owing largely to the considerable number of post-secondary institutions, 
mixed with its relatively low cost of tuition. Buenos Aires places 5th overall in the live 
theme, placing at the top of this theme for the Latin American, African and Asian regions. 

With the exception of Buenos Aires, Latin American cities score in the bottom half of the 
internal transportation category. All five cities score in the bottom half of the financial 
access and economic status categories. 

Europe
Europe sees three cities in the top ten. Berlin ranks 2nd overall, only barely missing top 
spot. Paris ranks 5th, followed closely by London in 7th. In terms of category rankings, 
Berlin claims top spot in internal transportation, youth employment, and music and film. 
Paris wins fashion and art as well as digital access. In the theme views, Paris finishes 1st 
and London 2nd for overall live score. Berlin finishes on top of the play theme and 2nd 
overall for the work theme. 

Like North America, European cities finish in the bottom half of the civic participation 
category. Elsewhere, with the exception of Berlin finishing 5th, the European cities score in 
the bottom quarter of the entrepreneurship category. 

Asia
With Tokyo in 9th and Seoul in 10th, Asia has two cities in the overall top ten. Category 
wise, Seoul and Manila occupy the two top spots in environmental sustainability, Mumbai 
finishes first in financial access and second in education access, Tokyo scores highest in 
economic access and Seoul tops food and nightlife. Given its makeup of “developed” and 
“developing” cities, the Asian region has high scoring representation in all categories, with 
entrepreneurship being the only category without an Asian city in the top ten.

In the theme view, Tokyo places 1st overall in work and Seoul places 5th overall in play. 
Paris (1), London (2) and Berlin (6) are all at the top of the live theme.
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Africa
Johannesburg (14) is the highest overall ranking African city, followed by Cairo (21), 
Lagos (23), Nairobi (24) and Kinshasa (25). Like Latin American cities, African cities 
generally scored well in civic participation, with Nairobi (4), Cairo (5) and Johannesburg 
(7) and Lagos (10) all finishing in the top ten of this category. Johannesburg scores well in 
fashion and art (2) and diversity (6), Cairo finishes high in youth employment (3), and 
Lagos does well in entrepreneurship (4). In overall theme views, Johannesburg places 8th 
in play and 10th in live.

African cities generally score poorly overall in diversity, digital access, education and 
regional and global connectivity. 
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G E T  Y O U R  C I T Y  I N V O L V E D  I N  T H E  N E X T  
Y O U T H F U L C I T I E S  I N D E X

The 2014 YouthfulCities Index is an ambitious collaborative effort to analyze 25 cities 

around the world from a unique youth perspective. Our venture aims to add another 75 

cities over the next year, in order to bring the total number of cities ranked to 100 for the 

second iteration of our Index. 

Want to join the global effort to create better cities built by youth?

 

Add Your City to the global initiative to rank the world’s top cities from a youth 

perspective.

 

Here’s how it works:

Our innovative City Package will build unprecedented knowledge about Your City, helping 

to move local urban development in a groundbreaking new direction. We employ unique 

and innovative measures to calculate and harness the real potential of today’s youth. By 

combining our passion for seeking out ever-changing urban youth perspectives with a 

hybrid approach to gathering information, creating insights and fueling youth-oriented 

local ventures, the YouthfulCities City Package will transform Your City into a dynamic and 

engaging hub for youth to live, work, and play.

 

Our strategy involves four interconnected steps to bridge the gap between youth and Your 

City. We initiate the process by

 

1. Sourcing and developing a local candidate to act as Your City’s Urban Decoder

2. Launching a locally customized Urban Youth Survey

3. Developing a city specific YouthfulCitiesINDEX

4. Establishing the 30Network to harness the creativity and expertise of leading 

young professionals in Your City.

 

From building a diverse network of young leaders, to creating a comparable city 

database, the City Package will connect you to the global network of youthful cities and 

give you the edge to attract and retain youth to make Your City better.

Click here for more details about how to get your city involved.
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N O T E S  O N  M E T H O D O L O G Y

Data was collected between January and November 2013 and largely reflects information 

current for 2012. Our database today contains 25 cities, with data on 80 indicators 

across 16 categories, totaling 2000 points of data. See Appendix 1 for list of categories 

and indicators.

One of our greatest challenges was developing a research methodology that would 

provide results that are comparable across all cities. This was done through an iterative 

process where initial categories were developed based on founding partner Decode’s 

experience with youth-urban research, then taken to the World Urban Forum, Naples in 

September 2012 to be critiqued by the Youth and General Assemblies. A refined list of 

categories was then developed, at the same time that Urban Decoders - our local on-the-

ground researchers - were recruited in the 25 cities of our research. In March 2013 

YouthfulCities launched the first Urban Youth Survey in all 25 cities. The online survey was 

designed as 10 questions to quantitatively test the importance of the categories for youth. It 

was distributed by our local Urban Decoders, with 1600 youth filling it out online, and 

with representation from all 25 cities. Due to the random nature of distribution, we do not 

consider the sample representative of youth in cities. IMPORTANT NOTE: The survey data 

was not used as Index data. It was only used to build a more inclusive and credible 

weighting system for the Index

While our database today contains the above dataset, we started with the intention of 

collecting data for approximately 120 indicators. Some indicators have since been 

dropped for the 2014 Index based on an inability to get reliable, comparable data for all 

cities. If we were unable to find at least 80% of the data for any given indicator, it was 

dropped. In the cases where we found between 80% and 100% of the indicator data, the 

information for the remaining cities was filled in using regional averages for that given 

indicator. The total number of imputed variables in the overall Index does not exceed 5%. 

Obtaining comparable data for the 25 cities was a difficult process. Given our aim to 

enable better cities built by youth, we want to be as representative as possible in the data 

that we employ. If you feel you have a better way of measuring cities from a youth 

perspective, we want to hear from you! Contact: matthew@youthfulcities.com
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S C O R I N G  S Y S T E M

The overall rankings are derived from a scoring system that begins with raw data from 80 

unique indicators, which is then translated into final weighted scores via the following:

• For each indicator we have decided if a high number or a low number is the most 
desirable for youth, i.e. higher minimum wage vs. lower commuting time.

• Raw scores are then translated into a value out of 100 using a relational scoring system

• For high number indicators the highest number gains 100 points for that city.

• For low number indicators the lowest number gains 100 points for that city.

• Points are then allocated to other cities based on a differential equation

• 100-(net difference to winning number x differential ratio)

• Cities’ points are then translated into weighted scores based on information collected in 

YouthfulCities’ Global Urban Youth Survey 2013, which measured the average 

importance of the research categories for youth. Values listed are out of 10. 

O V E R A L L  I N D E X  C A L C U L A T I O N S

Overall scores are determined by summing the average indicator score per category for 

each given city. The city with the highest sum of category averages is named 2014 

YouthfulCity of the Year. 
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CAT EGORY IND I CATOR
Civic Participation Percentage of population 15-29 years old

Voting age

Youth voter turnout

Volunteer opportunities

Political influence

Diversity Languages to vote in

Diversity of food

Openness to LGBT

Openness to immigrants

Openness to religion

Internal Transportation Kilometers of public transportation

Hours per week dedicated transit operates

Bike rentals

Kilometers of bike paths, per capita

Driving age

Commuter time by car

Commuter time by transit

Commuter time by foot

Walkability

Transit cost monthly

Digital Access Extent of WIFI free at universities

Extent of WIFI free in public transit

Extent of WIFI free in libraries

Extent of WIFI free in public squares

Extent of WIFI free in cafes

Cost per minute prepaid cell service, no plan

Mobile phone infrastructure
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CAT EGORY IND I CATOR
Cost per hour of internet access in web cafe

Environmental Sustainability Water scale

Quantity of recycled waste, per capita

Carbon emissions, per capita

Number of types of recycled materials

Total cars, per capita

Safety & Mental Health Homicides, per capita

Suicides, per capita

Education Access Post-secondary institutions, per capita

Tuition fees

Youth Employment Youth unemployment rate

Youth employment centres

Student debt

Entrepreneurship Age to register a business

Early stage entrepreneurial activity

Entrepreneurship incubators

Financial Access Age to open a business bank account

Number of chartered banks

Age for personal banking availability

Financial literacy

Economic Status Minimum wage

Annual income

Housing

Student housing

GINI coefficient

Consumption tax

Food & Nightlife Number of nightclubs, per capita

Number of restaurants, per capita
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CAT EGORY IND I CATOR
Cost of fast food meal

Cost of 12 large eggs

Music & Film Film festivals, per capita

Number of cinema seats per capita

Cost of movie ticket

Music festivals

Cost of music concert

Fashion & Art Graffiti and street art

Is there a youth fashion showcase

Is there a fashion incubator

Number of design schools, per capita

Regional & Global Connectivity Number of cities connected by direct flights

Getaway city train cost

Getaway city train distance

Getaway city train frequency

Getaway city bus cost

Getaway city bus distance

Getaway city bus frequency

Getaway city plane cost

Getaway city plane distance

Getaway city plane frequency

Cost of hostel stay

Public Space, Sport & Gaming Municipally operated green space, per capita

Number public libraries, per capita

Municipally maintained recreation facilities, per 
capita

Gatherings of gamers
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